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This fly was created by Tony Spezio. A fly
that is bright, flashy and catches fish. I am
doing the tying instructions and then a
YouTube video for our MSU Basic Fly
Fishing Class.

Palmer you hackle forward, spacing
evenly. Tie off and trim excess. Whip
finish your black thread. Now, add the Fl.
Fire Orange collar.
A dab of Dave’s Flex Cement on the collar
and the fly is finished.

Debar the hook, add lead weight, and tie
down and secure the lead with your thread.
Make sure you leave room between the
bead and the lead. Need this area for tying
off and adding a Fl. Fire Orange collar.
Add Marabou tail and pull forward to get the .
size you want, pinch off the excess.

Watch my YouTube video to see it being
Add your Krystal Flash on each side of the tied.
tail. Attach your brown hackle feather and What do you think? Let me know.
then the tinsel Chenille. Wide the Chenille
forward with touching raps. Tie off and trim dmstead@aol.com
the excess Chenille.

Materials:

The Chili Pepper Fly

Hook: TMC5263
Hook sizes: 8, 10, 12
Bead: Copper Brass Bead 4.0mm, or 5/32”.
Thread: UNI-Thread 8/0 Black and Ultra Tread 70 Fl. Fire Orange
Weight: Lead wire 0.020 – 12 turns
Tail: Fl. Orange Marabou, Krystal Flash – Orange/Pearl
Hackle: Brown hackle feather
Body: Tinsel Chenille Medium Copper
.
The Fly tied by Dennis Stead - size 10 hook.
Check out my fly tying video: https://youtu.be/cfl5EFiJCFU
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